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Material from many colleagues
Impossible to cover everything:

many more details in Calo/Muon sessions



  

Calorimeters at LC 

destructively measure 
particles’ energy and direction

For typical energies of particles produced at LC
[tracker + B-field] provides significantly better 

precision than calorimetry for charged particles
less so in the very forward region

Calorimeters needed when tracking not applicable,
particularly to measure electrically neutral particles

Also provide essential particle type identification:
→ distinguish hadrons, electrons, muons

over a wide range of energies



  

Majority of events produced at lepton colliders 
contain some hadronic jets        [dominant decays of Z, W, H, γ*]
→ essential to measure as precisely as possible

Calorimeters for CLIC/ILC detector concepts are 
designed for optimal reconstruction of hadronic jets by Particle Flow

Tracker measurements used to very precisely estimate 
charged particles’ energies [~65% of jet energy on average]

Calorimeters used to estimate momentum of
neutral particles: photons [~25%] and neutral hadrons [~10%]

Can achieve 3~4% jet energy resolution over wide jet energy range
→ significant improvement with respect to other detector systems

Challenge:
design calorimeter system which 

allows us to make as little use as possible of 
calorimeter measurements, in favor of tracker measurements

not a trivial task!



  

Key to successful PFA: 
distinguish calorimeter signals induced

by neutral and charged particles

→ avoid double - or 
under  - counting of energy

when estimating energy of 
 an ensemble of particles
  using combination of
    tracker and calorimeter

→ calorimeter with 
highly segmented readout

Segmentation should be
→ significantly smaller than 

typical inter-particle distance
→ significantly smaller than 

typical shower size



  

ElectroMagnetic
calorimeter

Hadronic
calorimeter

Forward
calorimeters



  

~ 25X
0

~ 30 layers

~ 5 λ
~ 40 layers

Several 1000m2 of detection layers

Many 10s of millions of individual readout channels
→ these calorimeters requires highly integrated readout systems



  

Several readout 
technologies being 
investigated for 
LC calorimeters

“horizontal” collaborations

LC detector concept groups

And closely related work for 
upgrades of LHC detectors,
detectors at other future facilities 



  

LC calorimeters are large, highly complex detectors
→ long construction time
→ industrialised production
→ industry-like quality control

In recent years a lot of focus has been on developing
- large-scale prototypes of various critical parts,
- construction & quality assurance techniques 

required to realise them
- how to integrate within detector

Also work on newer ideas with potential to
bring additional benefits
- precise timing information 

→ Time Of Flight, PFA reconstruction
- integrated sensor/readout systems



  

CALICE / ILD 
SiW ECAL

Recent beam tests of 
“short slabs”

running rather stably

Additional semi-automatic
 production line in Japan

Significant progress on 
“long slab” with 
dimensions similar to
those of final detector
elements

[long]

[short]



  

[new setup 
in Japan]



  

“long slab”

Chain of 8 individual elements (“ASUs”)

Interconnections, signal&power propagation

Tests in lab and particle beams



  

SiD Si-W ECAL
Very compact layer structure,

kPix bump-bonded to sensor

Analyses of first prototype

Recent improvements to sensor
design should mitigate cross-talk
→ sensors being tested



  

Partially instrumented 
Testbeam module

Testbeam data well 
described in simulation

Module with
- new sensor design
- updated readout cable design



  

Extend kPIX buffer depth in forward region?

Occupancy from e+ e- pair backgrounds:

Ideas for future developments

hits /channel / per bunch train

ECAL barrel

ECAL endcap

LumiCal

kPixM - new design based on 
monolithic pixel architecture,
specific designs for
ECAL and Tracker



  

LumiCal – EM calorimeter in forward region 
measure ILC luminosity via Bhabha scattering

FCAL Prelim
inary

TB2016 

RM~8 mm

Prototype detector 
elements tested in beams

Compact design to minimise 
Moliere radius

sensor

Moliere radius of 8mm

Excellent agreement with 
simulations



  



  

AHCAL “technological” prototype completed

Highly automated construction

Successful testbeams during 2018

Module calibration

Test beam

Automized 
construction



  



  

CALICE Sc-ECAL
Similar technology to A-HCAL

→ strong synergies

45x5 mm2 scintillator strips to provide
effective 5x5 mm2 granularity

Additional challenge:
wide dynamic range for EM showers
→ SiPM/MPPC with high pixel count

10x10 μm2 and 15x15 μm2 pixels sizes
being studied



  

Semi-Digital Hadronic Calorimeter (SDHCAL)
based on glass resistive plate chambers

1 m3 technical prototype running 
smoothly for several years



  

Currently preparing larger 2m-long RPC chambers, 
as will be needed for LC detectors

New generation readout electronics
→ updated DAQ systems



  

HCAL: large-scale mechanical 
structures using
electron-welding construction

RPC gas recycling system



  

Silicon sensors Scintillator tiles



  



  

Summary

Calorimeter design for Particle Flow reconstruction
is now well understood

Several different technologies being studied
silicon, scintillator, gas-based detectors

Basic performance well understood,
emphasis now on large-scale prototypes,
with fully integrated services,
suitable for installation into LC detectors

PFA calorimeter ideas have spread beyond the LC world
CMS endcap calorimeter upgrade is a particularly

relevant case
→ real large-scale devices using LC-like technology
→ significantly enlarge community of experts in 

these calorimeter techniques
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